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Solution:

Developing allergy: a system that allows for users to 
take control and have all of their allergies and food 
intolerance in one portable location. This system would 
reduce the amount of errors in communication of 
individual dietary restrictions, while allowing users to 
feel a sense of security dining out. 

Allergy Application:

Make the restaurant planning experience 
more informative, efficient, and increase 
communication between customers with 
dietary restrictions and staff, in order to 
make the dining experience safer.

Allergy ID:

This ID is a digital or physical card that 
contains your allergy app information, 
to scan upon entry of an allergy 
participating restaurant.

Problem:

Make the restaurant planning experience more 
informative, and increase communication between 
customers and staff for people with dietary restrictions, 
in order to make the dining experience safer.



Improving the  between 
customers and staff when dining out to facilitate 

communication

security
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Children and young adults with allergies, 
intolerance, or dietary restrictions
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Small to mid size restaurants 

establishments in the US



Secondary Research



Every  a food allergy reaction 
sends someone to the emergency room


3 minutes
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377% Increase in treatment of 
diagnosed anaphylactic reactions 

to food
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1 out of every 3 people suffer 
some form of allergy 
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31% of accidental allergen ingestion occur 
when eating in restaurants
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Primary Research



Interviews  

To find pain points 
of wait staff, chef, 

and customers 

Data Collected

Dietary 
Restrictions

Restaurants 
staff10

10
20
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People had a lot to 
say...
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Customer Quotes

“Eating out is always 
nerve wracking Since the 
Wait staff never seems to 
understand my needs”

“Wait staff is not really 
empathetic of my 
issues, usually because 
they don't understand.”

“I can be really weird when I 
have to tell friends I can't go 
someplace because I don't 
have anything to eat there.”
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Staff  Quotes

“I wish I had the time to 
handle every special 
request with care but its 
hard because I don't have 
the time.

“The chef is trained on 
restrictions not the wait 
staff.”

“Communicating in the 
restaurant is hard because 
of lack of time, noise, and 
accents.”
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Social Discovery 

 Eating out with dietary restrictions requires 
 to ensure they have

  are  because some 
restaurants are  



replanning  option

Social lives disrupted
not accommodating



 Current systems  out of 
a server's finite amoun

 Customer’s best experience occurs 
when  is clear

 Currently, , 
requiring improvements of the current 
system 



take more time

communication

 communication is not ideal

Communication Discovery 
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What is needed in restaurants to 
the experience for people with restrictions?

improve 

Better ingredient 
listing on menus 




Increased 
communication 

Increased 
awareness

Easier PRE arrival 
planning tools
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10

650 Data Points



Process

Round 1
Round 1
Grouping data points

Round 1
Round 2
Identifying the 
common factors 

Round 1
Round 3
Creating meaningful 
insights

Round 1
Round 4
Create How Might 

We statements
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There is a lack of

communication 

between staff 
and customers 

Limited 
accommodations 

are made for people 
with  restrictions

There is little to no 
allergy training in 

restaurants

Human errors 
occur due to lack 

of communication

Extra attention is 
required to handle 

customers with 
restrictions

People with 
restrictions have a 
hard time planning 

where to eat

Insights
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HMW 

Create a system that allows for customers to 
effectively and quickly  without 

hindering their social life?
plan social outings
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Create a system that lessens the possibility of 
 off waitstaff, 

flow, and facilitates a feeling of 
for customers?

human error increases 
communication 

security 

HMW 
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Design a system that allows for clear 
understanding of  for customers and 

more fluid communication between staff when 
handling dietary restrictions?

food options

HMW 
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Personas 



Kai Tellers

12 Years Old 

New Jersey

Public Middle School

Lives with Mom and Dad

Severe Allergies 

Bio

Wants & Needs

Kai is a 12 year old allergy kid. He has over  not 
just the big 8. His parents find it very  to 
eat at because not all restaurants update their menus or properly 
document all the . Kai’s family is often constricted too 
eating home since  is much more likely. The 
family has tried  to help find new restaurants to eat at safely 
however non of them have filters or accommodate for all of kai’s 
allergies. They also do not allow him to specify the  of the 
allergy. This makes the app very , and not useful for him. 



75 unique allergies
hard to find restaurants

ingredients
out of home reaction

apps

severity
unhelpful

Have more dining options out of the house



Feel safe when ordering in restaurants 



Find an app that can easily help him find 
new places to eat



Know that the severity of his allergies are 
being communicated properly to the chef







Pain Points
Restaurants do not communicate 
his restrictions well. 

Kai’s parents do not want him 
eating out without them yet

Restaurants do not have proper 
ingredients on menus
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Ryan Sanders

19 Years Old 

Dallas Texas

Server Italian restaurant 

Lives in college dorms

No restrictions/allergies

Bio

Wants & Needs

Ryan is a 19 year old server going to College in Dallas Texas. No 
one in his family has allergies or restrictions. Ryan started as a 
server at a local Italian restaurant to help him pay for some 
college essentials. He is from a small town and has 

 or allergies before. His place of work did not 
 him on what to do when there is an allergy in the restaurant. 

They only told him to identify the need in the  He is 
 the kitchen uses or any substitutions 

they make in the kitchen to inform the customers. Ryan tries to be 
as accommodating as possible but just does not know how. 

never dealt 
with any restrictions
train

POS system.
unaware of the ingredients

Better way to communicate special needs 
to the chef 



Better way to write down all allergies 



More training so fewer problems arise 






Pain Points
Does not fully understand the 
needs of all restrictions 
The restaurant is often loud and busy and 
it is hard to hear customers speak 
The restaurant is understaffed so we 
have more tables than normal
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Who did it?
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Kai is a 12 year old 
child with over 75 
unique allergies

 His mother makes 
sure to emphasize 
his severe allergies

Ryan nods then 
writes his order of 

chicken tenders and 
fries

Ryan is hesitant 
whether she should 

verbally warn the 
kitchen or not

He inputs the order 
because assuming 

surely chicken 
tenders had no 

nuts

After bringing 
out the order, 
kai begins to 

have a reaction

Kai suddenly 
experiences 

anaphylaxis, due 
to cross 

contamination

Turns out the 
kitchen used the 


same fryer for 
Nutella donuts

Start
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Who was at 

fault?

Chef Mom Ryan



It was no ones 
fault actually 

Lack of communication did this
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The problem

Miscommunication and ignorance of waitstaff
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21

Make the restaurant planning experience more 
informative, and increase communication 
between customers and staff for people with 
dietary restrictions in order to make the dining 
experience safer

HMW 
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To increase communication in restaurants to 
create a more transparent experience for people 
with dietary restrictions

Goal
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Ideation



Design Scope

Increase 
communication 

between 
customers and 

staff

Increase safety 
and security for 
the customers 

with restrictions

Provide PRE 
planning help and 
safety information
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Personal menu 

Cuts out the middle man 

Communicate with chef 

New POS

Training for staff

APP/account 
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Concept 1



Regular order experience

Wait staff checks boxes

Chef sees color coded allergies  

 


POS checker
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Concept 2



Idea Refinement



3 Step Ecosystem
Account that houses all restrictions and allergies/severity 

Digital card that taps to 
the POS and sends allergy 

list to chef
User Creates account 
adding any restrictions 

Chef has a screen to see 
allergy lists/needs
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Filtered menu

To help user plan

 Card/ID numbers

For increased communication and 

reduce human error

Chef gets allergy list

Don't have to rely on 


the waitress

Chef chat

Chef can start a chat with


 the customer 

Safe scoring

Customers rate the restaurants on 

how safe they felt

SecuritySecurity
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Lofies



LOG IN

You

Minor

Who is this for?

Lets find our more 
about YOU

Next

SKIP

Gluten

Dairy

Next

Shellfish

Fish

Peanuts

Treenuts

SKIP
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123 Main StreetHi, Profile

ChatChartCardRestaurants

Restaurants near me

Recommended restaurants

Shellfish

Fish

Peanuts

7.5View Directions

Gluten

Dairy

Hi, Profile

ChatChartCardRestaurants

Shellfish

Fish

Peanuts

Gluten

Dairy
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ChatChartCardRestaurants

Account Manage

Name

Number

Billing Address

Shipping Address

Billing Address

Shipping Address

Account Manage Lost card?

We have you ALL covered

Replace card

ermmm ???

Switch Accounts

ID: ########

7.5View Directions

ORDINARY PUB MENU

Baby beef ribs, potato gnocchi, sprouts, 
caramelized onion

Beef ribs and gnocchi

Baby beef ribs, potato gnocchi, sprouts, 
caramelized onion

Beef ribs and gnocchi

Dinner

Baby beef ribs, potato gnocchi, sprouts, 
caramelized onion

Beef ribs and gnocchi

Baby beef ribs, potato gnocchi, sprouts, 
caramelized onion

Beef ribs and gnocchi

Order
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ChatChartCardRestaurants ChatChartCardRestaurants

Food sensitivities
MY CHART

Legumes

ChatChartCardRestaurants

Legumes

Peas
Bean
Bean
Bean
Bean
Bean

SEND

CHEF CHAT
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The bubbles were 
confusing



Navigation was hard



Wanted more 
utilities

Users Said
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The chef needs a 
simpler interaction

Users Said
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Final Concept



App that houses  and 
their 

all restrictions
severity

3549



HMW Plan social outings with a better understating 
of the food options 

User can see and have
for each based on their restrictions

 restaurants  personal 
menus 
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At the restaurant the User  
and the chef gets there personal 

taps their card
chart  

HMW Decrease the chance of human error and 
increase communication
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Chef receives the order with a
indicating they have an allergy Chart 

 red flag 

HMW Decrease human error
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Chef has the ability to , as 
well as  if 

any questions or concerns arise.

see entire list
communicate with customer

HMW Increase Fluid communication
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Chef sends notification to customer 
alerting them the chef has seen their 

allergy list

 HMW Increase the Feeling of security for 
customers
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Opportunity to their experience.
 is calculated 

based on ratings.

rate  
Allergy safe score

HMW increase the Feeling of security for 
customers, and help customers plan social 

outings
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Open Card sorting

We asked participants to cluster labels (cards) for existing 
content into their own categories and then label those 

categories.
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Card Sorting Insights

Restaurants 

Allergy 

Card 

Account
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Card Sorting Insights

People created 
groups based on 
the words used.
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People like having 
personalized 
accounts and the 
word “my”

Card Sorting Insights
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Card Sorting Insights

Some features were difficult to understand 



Chat with chef

See notifications

Allergy Severity

1860



Midfies



You

Minor

Log In

Select who this Allergy account is for, so we may 
better accommodate the specific needs.

A tailor made app just for you and all of your 
dietary restriction needs. 

Let's find out more 
about YOU

Next

Select Account Welcome to Allergy!

Sign up

JaneDoe@gmail.com

Forgot password?

EMAIL

PASSWORD

+ Add photo

Use default

Name

Number

Billing Address

Shipping Address

Next

Account setup
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Hi, Sally!

View Directions

ORDINARY PUB MENU

Baby beef ribs, potato gnocchi, sprouts, 
caramelized onion

Beef ribs and gnocchi

Baby beef ribs, potato gnocchi, sprouts, 
caramelized onion

Beef ribs and gnocchi

Dinner

Baby beef ribs, potato gnocchi, sprouts, 
caramelized onion

Beef ribs and gnocchi

Baby beef ribs, potato gnocchi, sprouts, 
caramelized onion

Beef ribs and gnocchi

Legumes

Food sensitivities

MY CHART
Legumes
Select how this grouping ranks 
using the gradient slider.

Peas
Bean
Lentils
Nuts

Expand List
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View Directions

ORDINARY PUB MENU

Baby beef ribs, potato gnocchi, sprouts, 
caramelized onion

Beef ribs and gnocchi

Baby beef ribs, potato gnocchi, sprouts, 
caramelized onion

Beef ribs and gnocchi

Dinner

Baby beef ribs, potato gnocchi, sprouts, 
caramelized onion

Beef ribs and gnocchi

Baby beef ribs, potato gnocchi, sprouts, 
caramelized onion

Beef ribs and gnocchi SEND

CHEF CHAT
123 Main Street

Restaurants near me

Recommended restaurants
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Colors are to intense 

Menu is hard to read

Looks child like

Add a search bar 

Images would be nice 

Better cards for restaurants

Navigation is tricky

Users Said
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Button titles are very long 

Users Said
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Make it more personal



Add a rating system



Different words for the labels 

 





Other Feedback
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Card Ideation
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71
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The card was generic 

Users Said
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Branding
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Dine Safe



Poppins regular/Bold


><

QWERTYUIOPASDFGHJKLZXCVBNMqw

ertyuiopasdfghjklzxcvbnm123456789

0~, ?!@#$%^&*()_+[]\`’;/.,?><|}{=-?

Presentation
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Card
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App
Sofia Pro: Black/Regular/light


QWERTYUIOPASDFGHJKLZXCVBNMqwe

rtyuiopasdfghjklzxcvbnm1234567890~!

@#$%^&*()_+[]\`’;/.,?><|}{=-?><
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Why Allergy?
Allergy is not just about “Allergies”, but it 
is inclusive of all dietary restrictions from 
intolerances and celiac to chron’s.
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Organic
Users felt that the roundess and free 
flowingness of the shapes and colors 
made them feel safe.
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Hi-fi User testing
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Navigation bar was tricky

List icon was not good 

Navigation can be better

Users Said
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Method

Tree Test
To check if the users 

understood the concept 
and to test the usability of 

the prototype.


Interviews

To see what the users 
liked/disliked. Regarding 
colors and navigation.
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Task 1 
Rate your experience after 
ordering food at the restaurant

4 

Direct 

Success

2

Failure
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 Some people went to order history
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Task 2 
Delete peanut allergy from 
your chart

3 

Direct 

Success

1

Failure
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Combine “add allergy” 
and “edit allergy” 

Users Said
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Change icon for chart



Change navigation order







Other Feedback
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Interactions



Gets app

User rates

Creates 
chart

Browses 
Restaurants/

menus

Chef gets 
order

Chef notifies 
user 

Chef starts 
chat

Prepares 
food

Food gets 
delivered

Uses card at 
restaurant

Interaction

Key

Interaction

Deciding

Physical Action
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Site map

On board

Dashboard

Change location

Restaurants Card/account Chef chat

Restaurant 
recommendations

Card quick link

Chart quick link

Restaurant selection

Personal menus

View safe scoreView safe score

Add an account

View card

View safe scoreOrder/replace 
card

View safe scoreOrder history

Edit chart

Edit severity

View safe scoreView chart

View safe scoreSettings

View safe scoreSee chats

Chart

Key

Global navigation

Onboarding

Actions
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When the chef wants to 
see the list of allergies

Starts chat 
for questions 

Talks to 
customer 

View order list 
page on chef 

screen

Reads allergy 
list decides he 
has a question

Clicks specific 
order with a red 

flag
Start

end

Chef makes 
food

Ends chat

End

Key

Interaction

Page

Physical action

Decision
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Adding Restrictions to 
personal chart

Clicks a 
specific 
group

Page expands 
to full scope of 

the group

Navigate to 
chart page

Reads 
common 

allergy groups

Click edit Start

end

Uses slider 
to mark how 

severe 

Click all

Clicks addNavigates 
back to listEnd

Key

Interaction

Page

Physical action

Decision
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Interactions 
Prototyped

Onboard



Picking a restaurant



Looking at personal menu



Navigating to the card



Adding an allergy/severity 



Removing an allergy 



Chat with chef
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Final Deliverables



Prototype



On board
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Change location

Rating based on 
user’s scoring

Dash board
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Genre based 

food selection

Easy selection for 
restaurant browsing

Restaurants
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Green menu items show 
the personal safe food

Easy access to card to 
order with the wait staff

Personal Menu
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Digital Card

Tap your phone to the 
POS like Apple Pay

Or manual input 
the ID number
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Messages

When the chef is confident 
with your order they will 
send you a notification
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Allergy Chart

List of allergies, unique to 
each user and ID number

Number and color represent 
how severe the allergy is
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Editing Chart

Extra confirmation to 
remove an allergy
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Once selected allergy the 
user would add a severity

First select a category

Then select the 
specific type 

Adding
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Chef Screen 1

Flag indicating an 
allergy ID is attached
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Chef Screen 2

Expand the list
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Chef Screen 3

Indicate to start chat 
or start prepping food

Severity of the allergy

Exceptions or groupings of 
the allergy
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Prototyping link

https://www.figma.com/proto/iQZobAZqKpzpGo4uLu7K8p/IACT-375?page-
id=480%3A31&node-id=480%3A466&viewport=241%2C48%2C0.06&scaling=scale-

down&starting-point-node-id=480%3A466&show-proto-sidebar=1
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https://www.figma.com/proto/iQZobAZqKpzpGo4uLu7K8p/IACT-375?page-id=480%3A31&node-id=480%3A466&viewport=241%2C48%2C0.06&scaling=scale-down&starting-point-node-id=480%3A466&show-proto-sidebar=1
https://www.figma.com/proto/iQZobAZqKpzpGo4uLu7K8p/IACT-375?page-id=480%3A31&node-id=480%3A466&viewport=241%2C48%2C0.06&scaling=scale-down&starting-point-node-id=480%3A466&show-proto-sidebar=1
https://www.figma.com/proto/iQZobAZqKpzpGo4uLu7K8p/IACT-375?page-id=480%3A31&node-id=480%3A466&viewport=241%2C48%2C0.06&scaling=scale-down&starting-point-node-id=480%3A466&show-proto-sidebar=1


Physical 
card



Features

Led Chip lights up when 
chef confirms order

Personal I'd number 
unique to your chart
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Partners
Local Restaurants' 


insurance company 
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Cost Structure
Restaurant pays for the system 


Free for customers
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Cost
250$ flat keep it forever


or 10$ a month for a year
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Look Book

116



Poster
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Vision Video Link

https://youtu.be/zT5yMboNDZI
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https://youtu.be/zT5yMboNDZI


Thank you!
From


